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Guide to Penang's most popular streets
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Cheers Beer Garden

	Nightlife
	George Town


As a popular spot for travellers, you will be certain to meet diverse people here. Cosy ambience, comfy furniture, and great live performances define this spot, and if you are brave enough, get up on the stage, grab a microphone, and be a star for a night. Do it.


Read more




Ghee Hiang Jalan Macalister

	Shopping
	Bakeries
	George Town


Ghee Hiang produces more than 10,000 pieces of its infamous tau sar pneah (ground green bean biscuits) depending on the season, a large number to accommodate the droves of tourist that flock to their outlets for a sweet taste of Penang. At 155 years old, it’s one of the oldest bakeries around and a box of one of their traditional handmade Chinese biscuits or a bottle of their traditional sesame oil will make a great souvenir.


Read more




Mama's Nyonya Cuisine

	4 out of 5 stars


	Restaurants
	Peranakan
	George Town
	price 2 of 4




It is no wonder the likes of world-renowned shoemaker Jimmy Choo, film director Ang Lee and world’s number one squash player Nicol David favour this little restaurant serving Nyonya fare. First of all, its unassuming, humble interior of around 10 tables does not begin to reflect the tasty dishes they serve. What does is their service that is friendly and efficient, and family-oriented.
Their menu has most of the known (and some unique) Nyonya dishes such as jiu hu char, loh bak, curry Kapitan, Inchi Kabin and otak-otak. The meaty dishes extend to pork belly, fish and prawns, and their vegetable section has a satisfying array to choose from that’ll satisfy even the most finicky of vegetable eaters.
For our lunch, we choose, of course, jiu hu char. Their version has the mix of vegetables finely julienned, the turnip still holds a light crunch and the black mushrooms add texture to each lettuce-rolled bite. Extra lettuce leaves are at RM3++ per plate but it’s truly not necessary since the jiu hu char holds a delicate flavour that’s lovely to eat on its own.
We find their wedges of fried aubergine come devoid of oiliness, firm and topped with finely chopped and fried garlic and green cili padi. While their banana leaf-wrapped otak-otak is velvety smooth except for the generous chunks of fish embedded within the coconut and herbs mix. The surprise find here is the cili stir-fried sayur rumi with eggs and prawns that’s pleasantly spicy, crunchy and omelette-like in texture all at t


Read review




Macallum Street Night Market

	Shopping
	Markets and fairs
	George Town


This market is a Monday night maze of street food, cheap clothes, accessories and home necessities. If you're at Macallum for a grab-and-go dinner, rest easy on their grilled satays, pickled nutmegs, char kuoy kak, yong tau foo, lor bak, bubble teas and more. Otherwise, there's always t-shirts, cute bangles, handphone covers and shoes to splurge on.


Read more


Penang 24-hour food tour

	Restaurants


Read more




The Canteen at ChinaHouse

	Nightlife
	George Town


Indisputably one of our favourite bars in Penang, The Canteen At ChinaHouse presents nightly live acts playing a diverse selection of music from jazz and soul to R&B and indie, even popular show tunes. Dress down, get hyped up, and be ready to have a fantastic night out. We love the casual vibe and the fact that the bartenders are on a first-name basis with the regulars.
Insider tip: The Canteen runs a little social media stint that enables customers to win complimentary drinks – snap a picture at the bar, upload it to your Facebook or Instagram account, show a staff member proof of your post and enjoy a free beverage (alcoholic or non-alcoholic).
As featured in Time Out Penang's 50 things to do in Penang.


Read more



CF Ng
Kuan Yin Floating Temple (Hean Boo Thean)

	Attractions
	George Town
	price 0 of 4




Avoid the crowds visiting Kek Lok Si and Khoo Kongsi and visit the lesser known Hean Boo Thean Temple, which is dedicated to Kuan Yin – the Goddess of Mercy. This ‘floating temple’ located near the famous clan jetties of Weld Quay hovers above water. Erected in 1972, the temple was initially a simple shrine on stilts, but was fortified in 2012 to last against daily high tides. Visit at dusk when the temple’s twinkling lights are reflected in the North Channel.


Read more
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